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I.

Purpose & Objective of This Report
The purpose of this report is to provide background on the establishment of the Elk Meadow Dog Off-Leash Area
(DOLA), and to chronicle the park development and management efforts to date. As the first dog park owned and
operated by Jefferson County Open Space (JCOS), operation and management of the area presented a series of
management challenges and public health and safety concerns. Since 2001, these issues challenged the expertise
and operational capacity of a traditional land management agency. One of the goals of the report is to illustrate how
JCOS applied existing best management practices for design and operation of the DOLA to improve the sustainability
of the area. The report evaluates the impacts and tradeoffs associated with managing a Dog Off-Leash Area and
summarizes work with the community over the years to develop solutions to ongoing management issues.
With the closure of the Elk Meadow DOLA in April of 2017, JCOS staff continue to work with the community to find
opportunities to develop a new dog off-leash area in the Evergreen area. To this end, this report provides an
assessment of both area dog parks and dog off-leash areas to identify how other agencies have designed their
facilities and addressed management challenges. Based on these assessments, and their own experience, JCOS
hopes to share these lessons learned and apply these best management practices towards the development and
management of a new local dog off-leash area in the Evergreen area.

About Jefferson County Open Space
The Open Space program was established in 1972 by a vote of County residents and is funded through a one-half
cent sales tax. Currently the system includes 29 parks, over 45,000 acres and more than 230 miles of trails. In the
Evergreen Area alone, Jefferson County Open Space manages Elk Meadow, Alderfer/Three Sisters, Flying J Ranch
and Lair o' the Bear Parks and the Hiwan Homestead Museum.

Mission
The mission of Jefferson County Open Space is to acquire property rights for the preservation of open space and
parklands, protect natural and park resources, and provide for healthy nature-based experiences. JCOS uses these
three elements of its mission: preserve, protect and provide as cornerstone for park development, management and
decision making. It is within this framework that JCOS strives to provide the highest caliber visitor experience for
different visitor types while maintaining balance for the protection of natural resources.
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II. Background
Location
Elk Meadow Park is located west of the intersection of Lewis Ridge Road and Highway 74 in Evergreen. The Elk
Meadow Dog Off-Leash Area encompasses the southern portion of Elk Meadow Park proper and is located south of
Stagecoach Road (See Figure 1).
Figure 1: Location of Elk Meadow Dog Off-Leash Area

DOLA
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Acquisition & Rationale
Elk Meadow Park as a whole encompasses approximately 1,658 acres. Acquisition of lands for the park began in
1977 with a purchase of 1,170 acres. Three additional fee acquisitions, two land donations and one acquisition of a
conservation easement have occurred over the past 32 years, with the latest park acquisition occurring in 2009.
Table 1 and Figure 2 summarize the history of acquisition by parcel.
Table 1: Summary of Acquisition History

Year

Type

Size
(Acres)

Original
Owner

1977-1986
1994

Fee
Fee

1,170
113

Means Family
Mountain Area
Land Trust
Mountain Area
Land Trust
Eberl
Schroeder
Warren & Virginia
Lewis
Owen

1994

184

1995-1996
1998
2008

Conservation
Easement
Donation
Fee
Fee

2009

Donation

80

86
18
7

Figure 2: Acquisition Map at Elk Meadow Park

Elk Meadow Park
Acquisition History
December, 1994
184 acres (easmt.)
113 acres (fee)

Acquisition of open space in Jefferson County takes into
account several factors. Properties are purchased because
they represent distinct examples of Colorado’s natural
heritage. Other properties provide important linkages, are
adjacent to other existing open space areas, or provide a
natural buffer from nearby development. Some
acquisitions may encompass some of these values, but
November, 2009
80 acres
primarily provide an opportunity to add natural,
undeveloped lands to the system. These areas provide
future opportunities for restoration, protection of view sheds, recreational uses, or protection from development,
among other values. The acquisitions that constitute Elk Meadow Park represented a variety of these criteria.

Park Values, Early Development & Management
Elk Meadow Park has served as a welcoming gateway to Evergreen since it was homesteaded. Elk Meadow Park is
unique in the Open Space system because it includes five different ecosystems that can be explored through the
trails within the Park, as well as the adjoining Denver Mountain Park property and Bergen Peak Wildlife Area. These
ecosystems include open, rolling meadows visible from Highway 74; the Ponderosa pine forest that dominates the
transition zone; the Douglas-fir and aspen found in the foothills zone; the thick stands of lodgepole pine in the
montane zone; and finally, the subalpine zone of lichens and rock on Bergen Peak. The Park’s rich biological
communities, including abundant wildlife and diverse vegetation are protected as examples of successful forest
management and habitat conservation. The Park also functions as an ecological buffer between developments in
Evergreen. The 1,658 acres of Elk Meadow park is actively managed to maintain these values.
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III.

History of Planning Efforts & Park Development

Development of park facilities and amenities occurred in the park following the first parcel acquisition in 1977 and
reflects goals to protect resources, while providing opportunities for education, interpretation and recreation. The
following represents early park improvements prior to and leading up to development of the Dog Off-Leash Area at
Elk Meadow. Improvements to the DOLA are detailed in the following sections.
Unknown: Elk Ridge, Sleepy S and Painter’s Pause Trails opened
Unknown: Bergen Peak and Meadow View Trails opened
1979: Resident Ranger’s house moved to Park
1982: Shop building constructed
1993: Clivus restroom at Stagecoach entrance completed
1993: Picnic area at Stagecoach upgraded
1995: Well and hand pump installed at Stagecoach
1998: Parking lot at Lewis Ridge Road (main) completed
2000: Lewis Ridge Road widened at entrance
2001: Founders Trail and The Carol Karlin Overlook opened
2000-01: Kiwanis shelters constructed
2001: Elk Meadow “Bark Park” established

Establishment of Dog Off-Leash Dog Training Facilities
In the early 1990s, a group of dog and kennel clubs approached the Jefferson County Open Space Department
regarding the lack of off-leash areas being available for dog training. Traditionally, the Open Space system requires
that dogs be leashed while accessing open space, but in response to growing pressure, JCOS was asked to identify at
least three off-leash dog training areas. The areas that were identified included:
1). The Woodside/Senate Bill 35 property near Pine Junction/Woodside Area (for water training)
2). Elk Meadow south of Stagecoach Boulevard
3). The County Government Campus in Golden
Over the next few years, these properties were used by dog trainers, kennels and dog owners, but faced ongoing
challenges. The Pine Junction area was closed for dog training after complaints from neighbors over dog trespass,
barking and noise from dog training whistles. In 2001, the off-leash area at the County Government Campus was
transferred to the City of Golden for a swimming/golf complex. While replacement dog park sites were sought for
the Pine Junction & Campus properties, Elk Meadow remained accessible.
When the Elk Meadow Dog Off-Leash Area (DOLA), was established south of Stagecoach for dog training purposes in
the 1990s, the area became the first and only dog park managed by Jefferson County Open Space. At the time, there
were little to no improvements to the site. The area did not have fencing or established trails and spanned 107
acres. Visitors accessed the area after parking in the existing lot north of Stagecoach Blvd. During this time, the site
had relatively low to moderate use. Estimates indicate visitation levels were 15-20 visitors per week.

Bark Park at Elk Meadow
In 2001, a local resident, Judi Quackenboss, requested that a formal fenced dog park be established at the Elk
Meadow dog training area. Her son, John, had suffered a sudden death and she wanted to memorialize his life and
his love of dogs by providing a space for dogs to be off leash. Through coordination with the County, Ms.
Quackenboss provided private funds to have a company construct a one-acre fenced area where dogs could be off
leash at Elk Meadow. The area was named the “Bark Park at Elk Meadow”. The establishment of the Bark Park at Elk
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Meadow gained instant popularity with visitors. Visitation to the Dog Off-Leash Area jumped to approximately 45-50
visitors per week.
As news of the Bark Park spread, management issues quickly emerged with concerns about resource degradation,
parking capacity at the lot north of Stagecoach, and pedestrian crossing safety at Stagecoach Boulevard.

Development of Elk Meadow Park Management Plan
In 2001, JCOS began developing formal management plans for their open space areas. The first Elk Meadow
Management Plan was initiated in 2001 and completed in 2003. The plan was updated every couple of years to
reflect changes in resource conditions, visitor use and to provide park improvements. The last update to the Elk
Meadow Park Management Plan was made in 2011, although management planning activities have been ongoing
since the last Plan update.
Management Unit Designations System
A fundamental component for development of Park Management Plans for the JCOS system includes evaluation and
designation of Park Areas into Management Units. Similar to zoning designations used for local community planning,
Management Unit Designations (MUD) provide an integrated approach for JCOS to classify their properties
according to ecosystem and cultural and resource protection requirements and their capability and suitability to
provide opportunities for visitor experiences. MUDs provide JCOS with management guidance for different types of
lands within JCOS and specify different types of uses that are to be restricted, permitted or allowed on a conditional
basis. Table 2 summarizes the Management Unit Designations used by JCOS.
Table 2: JCOS Management Unit Designation System

JCOS Management Unit Designation System
Recreation & Services &
Amenities
•

•

•

•

Provide services &
amenities to the visiting
public while assuring the
ecological integrity &
long-term sustainability of
the natural resources
Outdoor recreation
opportunities to enjoy &
learn about the natural &
cultural resources found in
JCOS
Visitor conveniences,
education programs,
facilities & other amenities
such as trailheads, parking
lots, trails, restrooms and
shelters may be provided
Can include provision of
high quality nature-based
outdoor recreation
opportunities
concentrated & located at
public access areas

Natural Area

•

•

Provide opportunities
for relatively large,
contiguous portions of
JCOS to remain as
naturally operating
ecosystems & for habitat
conservation to be
balanced with public
recreation
Where compatible,
moderate trail-based
outdoor recreation
opportunities may be
provided to those
seeking social
interaction, to
experience the sights,
sounds, & smells of
nature, with limited
outdoor amenities

Sensitive Area

Special Protection Area

• Provide opportunities to
maintain portions of JCOS that
are very special, fragile,
biodiverse & in need of
preservation &protection
• Ecological & cultural resources
are to be managed for
preservation versus
conservation
• These areas may serve as
sanctuaries, as outdoor
museums resources, or as
outdoor classrooms for
education & research
• Preservation & protection of
naturally operating ecosystems
are the paramount
considerations for these areas
• Public use will be restricted, but
guided interpretive services
may be available

• A Special Protection Area
(SPA) is an overlay to a
Management Unit
Designation (MUD), created
to address any unique item
that requires special
management actions, such
as but not limited to: safety,
a park access issue, natural
resource concerns or
restoration opportunities,
cultural or environmental
issues, biodiversity
enhancement, or other
management opportunities
• An SPA can be created within
any MUD when specific
resources face real or
potential impacts or
opportunities that warrant
special management actions
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Elk Meadow Park is structured around two primary management unit designations that emphasize priorities for the
provision of recreational opportunities and protection of the park’s resources. The Dog Off-Leash Area is
approximately 107 acres and constitutes the Recreation Services and Amenities Area designation. This section of the
Park is managed for high levels of visitation and is the focus of this section. The remaining acreage of the Park is a
Natural Area.
The impetus for development of the Elk Meadow Park Management Plan largely began sometime after 2001 with
the need to evaluate increasing management issues of the DOLA at Elk Meadow.

2001-2002 Management Challenges to Be Addressed by the Management Plan
In the fall of 2002 the JCOS Management Planning Team began meeting to discuss some of the management
challenges associated with the Elk Meadow Dog Park Off-Leash Area. Table 3 identifies the 2002 management
challenges associated with the park and the proposed management actions that were explored to address the
issues.
Table 3: 2001-2002 DOLA Management Challenges

Management
Challenge Area
Vegetation/Landscape

Management Issue
•

•

Erosion

Complaints from
Adjacent Residential
Areas

•

Vegetation is denuded and barren in
many places due to the steep slopes
and amount of use. The degradation of
vegetation is contributing to the
destabilization of the stream bank
Impacts to vegetation and landscape is
increasing due to creation of
undesignated trails, people and dogs
traversing the landscape in multiple
areas
Natural steep slope (over 20% grade) is
causing severe erosion and destabilizing
the hillside

Potential Management Actions Evaluated
•
•

•

•

•

•

Increased erosion is creating higher
sediment loads in the stream

•

•

Dogs are wandering out of the DOLA &
onto private property. Dog barking is
loud and creates a nuisance

•

•

Maintenance

•

Dog waste pick up, trash removal,
education & enforcement of rules &
regulations for DOLA – management of
DOLA versus Ranger responsibilities at
other parks they oversee

•

For a trial period of one year, close the
current fenced in area for revegetation
Relocate the dog park to a more suitable
location, that could include the SB 35
property, or area within Evergreen Parks &
Recreation’s property
Expand the current one acre dog park, by
three additional acres to the west. The
terrain is flatter and has a natural spring
Expand or move current fenced in area to
the east for a site of approximately 10
acres
Fence in the entire 100+ acre park area &
designate trails for off leash dog use, south
of Stagecoach to disperse use and resource
impacts
Design loop trail to discourage people and
dogs from wandering into sensitive
landscape/vegetation areas
Design loop trail to discourage people and
dogs from wandering off trail near
residences
Education and enforcement to keep dogs
within voice control
Consider having a local community group
or neighborhood group manage and
maintain a relocated dog park
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Management
Challenge Area
Parking, Traffic &
Pedestrian Safety

Restrooms

Management Issue
•

The existing parking lot is at capacity.
As a result, visitors are parking
alongside the road and at a small
pullout, limiting site visibility and
creating dangerous traffic conditions

•

Insufficient and unregulated parking is
creating pedestrian crossing hazards as
cars travel at high speeds along
Stagecoach Boulevard
The port-o-lets are reaching capacity
due to high levels of use, there is a need
to construct a permanent restroom

•

Potential Management Actions Evaluated
•

To reduce unsafe parking, place physical
barriers in pullout areas and post no
parking signs along roadways

•

Construct a permanent restroom

Based on the review of management challenges and potential solutions, the decision was made to keep the dog offleash area open and construct improvements.

2004-2005 Park Improvements
Between 2004-2005 several park improvements were made to the Elk Meadow DOLA. The fencing was expanded to
the east and the west and shifted to remove the stream from the fenced in area. This activity expanded the overall
acreage of the fenced dog park to 4.89 acres. Additionally, double entry gates were established to secure dogs in a
holding pen until the park entry gate was closed. Entry gates were established in two different locations that would
be opened and locked to the public at alternating times. The goal was to reduce resource impacts by shifting access
points periodically.
During this time, regional media attention and the popularity of social media drew more attention to the Elk
Meadow Dog Off-Leash Area. Visitation levels climbed to 75-80 visitors per week.

Updates to Jefferson County Animal Control Regulations
In 2005, the decision was made to keep the dog park open and begin constructing management improvements.
During this same year, Jefferson County Animal Control updated their regulations. The regulations highlighted
specific infrastructure and facilities that needed to be in place for operation of a dog park to ensure park health and
safety, accessibility and comfort for visitors and their pets. Since JCOS had already been operating the DOLA since
the 1990s they were grandfathered in, and the DOLA was not required to comply with the regulations. Despite this
exemption from the updated animal control regulations, JCOS wanted to ensure that the DOLA met current
standards, and as a result integrated the regulations into the design, infrastructure and operational improvements
at the DOLA.
The revised Animal Control Regulations provided specific distinctions between a Dog Off-Leash Area (sec.5.82.7.3)
and an Open Space Trail Area (sec. 5.82.7.4). JCOS areas that are to have a dog park facility must follow the
requirements for a Dog Park Off-Leash Area specified in the Animal Control Regulations for the County. The
following criteria provided design guidance and requirements for a dog off-leash area within Jefferson County:
5.82.7.3 Park Off-Leash Area.
All park areas designated as Off-Leash Areas, except trail areas, must comply with the following criteria:
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1. Have a minimum of one acre of land surrounded by a 4 foot to 6 foot secure, chain link fence (or other similar
material). The fenced area must have a double-gated entrance to prevent escape.
2. The area must be accessible to people with disabilities.
3. The area must have covered garbage cans and pooper-scooper stations provided, stocked and maintained.
4. The area must have shade and water available.
5. Signs must be posted that specify park hours and rules, including a "participate at your own risk" statement.
6. Adequate parking must be close to the site.
Based on the requirements listed as part of the Jefferson County Animal Control Regulations, JCOS developed a
process at the DOLA to explore different improvement options to meet these standards.

2005-2007 Planning Workshops & Design of Park Improvements
JCOS scheduled an internal Planning Workshop for the Elk Meadow DOLA. The goal of the workshop was to focus on
the management and design issues associated with the DOLA and to develop conceptual design alternatives for the
entire Off-Leash Area that met the new standards specified in the animal control regulations. The planning process
included the following sessions:
•
•
•
•

Site Visit
Brainstorming Issues & Strategies
Design Charrette
Design Alternatives Analysis and Presentation

The first two planning sessions focused on obtaining a clear understanding of the terrain, existing resource impacts
from the current DOLA operation and design and to get a picture of potential design considerations. JCOS staff were
then broken into three teams to brainstorm, and identified both the pros and cons associated with the operation
and management of the dog park facility.
Based on the brainstorming session and site visit, design options considered the following structure and facility
improvements as part of the design process:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jefferson County Open Space will continue to manage the Dog Off-Leash Area and the Bark Park
The Bark Park & Dog Off-Leash Area will remain
Parking will be provided on the south side of Stagecoach Blvd and will be designed to accommodate 10 additional
cars and provide ADA accessible parking
The Dog Park itself will be accessible to people with disabilities
Provide poop bag receptacles/trash cans
Provide shade and a water source for dogs
Provide a multi-use trail system in the Off-Leash Area
Increase pedestrian crossing safety at Stagecoach Blvd

At the workshop, the JCOS teams each developed three alternatives to consider for design of the improvements to
the Elk Meadow Dog Off-Leash Area and Bark Park. The results of the alternative analysis produced a conceptual
design that integrated each of the above park & facility improvements. The final design concept was presented to
the Elk Meadow Management Plan Team and integrated into the overall Elk Management Plan. Over the next year,
staff worked on designing improvements, developing cost estimates and identifying funding options.
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2007-2009 Park Improvements
Between 2007-2009 the Elk Meadow Management Plan Team provided a series of improvements to the DOLA,
implemented resource impact mitigation efforts and conducted education and outreach to the community and park
visitors.
The design of the south Stagecoach parking lot was completed in 2007 and constructed in 2008. The new parking lot
addition provided an additional 10 spaces on the south side of Stagecoach Blvd, and provided Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA), accessible parking. The addition of the south side parking brought the total available parking
to 58 spaces. The ADA accessible loop trail was designed in 2008.
To prevent further resource damage and mitigate trespass into residential areas bordering the park, staff reclaimed
undesignated trails. Undesignated trails were created over time when dogs and their owners traversed the park
terrain off designated trails. The impacts associated with this pattern of use resulted in habitat fragmentation,
erosion and general denuding of the landscape. It also created unintentional pathways to bordering residential
development, and created conflict with the residents. To thwart this conflict and increased impacts to the
landscape, staff placed cut lodgepole pine branches from a forest thinning project across the undesignated trails.
A water tank to store and provide water for dogs was researched and placed on-site during 2008-2009. Providing a
water source for dogs to the remote park location had to integrate many factors:
• Provide a fresh water source without a well in a remote area
• Provide enough water to meet estimated visitation levels
• Identify water treatment quality procedures necessary to provide animals with fresh water
• Excavate and bury the water tank to keep it below the freeze line for seasonal weather changes
• Determine who has responsibility for regular filling and maintenance of the water tank
Signage, Education and Outreach
Although education had been part of regular operations at the DOLA
since 2004, Open Space Staff supplemented their management efforts
by substantially increasing education efforts and enforcement of
regulations to address management challenges. Educational signage
about avoiding trespass into residential areas was placed with an
emphasis on voice and sight control. JCOS staff conducted trainings
with park patrollers and volunteers on voice and site control tactics,
and posted educational signage about dog waste and the importance of
waste pick up to prevent resource damage.

Leave No Trace?

2011-2013 Park Improvements & Community Outreach
In 2011 the Elk Meadow Park Management Plan Team initiated a series of community planning meetings to share
the design for the new loop trail sections and discuss construction and additional park amenities that would be
included as part of the DOLA improvements.
The public meetings were focused on the following goals:
1. Sustain and enhance the quality experience enjoyed by all visitors
2. Create a sustainable network of trails
3. Engage visitors and volunteers to become stewards
of the park
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The following specific topics were part of the agenda:
• Review of the proposed loop trail (east/west sections)
• Review of the conceptual kiosk information
• Trail signage
• Trail naming ideas
• Volunteer opportunities for “poop pick up” events
• Dog park etiquette
• Bench site locations
• Repaint pedestrian crossing striping
• Construction phasing and trail closures
• Undesignated trail closures

Figure 3: Trail Alignments for DOLA

In 2011, JCOS allocated $110,000 to begin construction of the .8 mile ADA accessible loop trail, construct and install
the dog watering tank, relocate the informational kiosk and provide benches at the park. Construction was to be
completed over the next two years. Construction of the loop trail was broken into four segments, two eastern trail
segments and two west segments.
A third public meeting was held in the spring of 2011
before trail construction began. The purpose of the
meeting was to share final design details, discuss
construction phasing and alert the public of upcoming
closures.

Trails Management & Construction

In the summer of 2011, the two eastern loop trail
segments were completed, now referred to as the
Waggin’ Trail (.8 miles). During this time staff also
reconfigured the south lot to add an additional ADA
parking space, bringing the total parking spaces to 11 on
the south side of Stagecoach for a total of 59 total
spaces between the north and south lots.
In 2013-2014, the western loop trail segments were constructed. The kiosk was relocated at the trailhead with
updated information. Trail signage, benches and the dog watering station were also completed and installed. The
pedestrian crossing was restriped to increase visibility.

2014-2016 Planning to Address Ongoing DOLA Management Concerns
During 2014-2016 the Elk Meadow Park Management Plan staff met regularly to discuss ongoing DOLA management
concerns. The following management challenges posed a consistent threat to operation of the DOLA and was the
source of ongoing complaints and incidents:
•
•
•
•
•

Parking capacity
Loose dogs in the roadway
Lack of Dog waste pick up
Water quality
Stream Degradation
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•
•

Continued use of undesignated trails & trespass onto private property
Lack of compliance with voice and sight control of dogs by owners

The Elk Meadow Park Management Plan staff meetings involved evaluation of the strengths and weaknesses
associated with ongoing operation of the DOLA and potential management strategies that could be employed. As a
result of these planning sessions the following management activities were implemented during 2014-2016:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IV.

Establishment of Safety Zone leash areas for parking lots
Increased ranger patrol of parking areas during weekends
Updated rules and regulations/ Improved signage
Changed hours of operation (1 hour before dusk and dawn)
Installation of a gate in the fenced area near the stream to prevent traffic and further erosion
Limitation on number of dogs per handler
Installation of additional dog waste dispensers and bags
Additional Dog waste pick-up events
Installed a striped crosswalk with flashing lights
Started and supported a “Friends of Elk Meadow Park DOLA” group

Management Challenges
Since the establishment of the Dog Off-Leash Area and Bark Park at Elk Meadow Park, maintaining the balance
between resource protection and providing a high-quality visitor experience was a challenge for Jefferson County
Open Space. Elk Meadow was the only dog off-leash area managed by Jefferson County Open Space. Over the years,
JCOS stretched its operational and maintenance capacity to attempt to address the resource impacts, manage
visitation and maintain a safe and enjoyable open space area, but challenges persisted. With visitation levels as high
as 4,000 visitors per week, or averaging 200,000 visitors per year, the 107 acre DOLA was trying to manage a
minimum of 1,869 dogs and visitors per acre. In comparison, JCOS Parks overall average 153 visitors per acre. The
following section details the ongoing management, operational issues and the impacts to the natural resources at
the Elk Meadow DOLA.

Resource Protection
One of the driving tenants of the open space mission is to
protect natural resources and preserve natural heritage.
JCOS provides healthy, nature based experiences that give
visitors the opportunity to explore the landscape diversity of
the open space system and its natural plant and wildlife
communities. These activities help to build an appreciation
and stewardship ethic for these protected lands and
enhance the visitor experience overall. The DOLA includes
strong examples of forest diversity including species such as
Ponderosa Pine, Mahogany and Douglas Fir. The area
provides large areas of open mountain meadows with some
examples of native grasses and Forbes. A small, unnamed
2016- Denuded landscape and eroded hillsides at
intermittent stream traverses the DOLA and serves nearby
the DOLA from years of overuse (above)
residents that draw water from private wells. The fenced
Bark Park Area is located on a 20-degree slope just above the stream.
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Degraded Landscape/Vegetation
Both the steep terrain and the initial design of the DOLA
led to severe erosion from overuse. The daily trampling
of vegetation from creation of undesignated trails across
the area created large barren areas of the park, where
bedrock is now exposed. Denudation of the landscape
contributed to the erosion and destabilization of the
hillside and severe streambank degradation, which over
time has caused large volumes of soil to run into the
stream. These impacts to the resources require a
comprehensive restoration approach to correct years of
overuse.

Water Quality Impacts
The most commonly cited water quality concern
associated with DOLAs near bodies of water is microbial
contamination from pet waste, typically related to fecal
coliforms. Pet waste does not biodegrade and enters
water sources from soil that flows into water bodies. It is
carried into water from runoff during storms, from dog’s
paws, or from the soles of people’s shoes. Healthy
streams have associated vegetation that helps to filter
runoff and restrict the amount of soil entering the
stream. Degradation of stream banks also increases soil
erosion.
Dogs entering the stream for play or for watering carries
waste directly into the stream. Pet waste carries
microbial fecal coliform bacteria which are a sub-group of
the total coliform group found in the feces of warmblooded mammals such as people, livestock, wildlife, and
pets. Excessive levels of fecal coliforms often indicate there
is a greater risk of human pathogenic bacteria such as
Cryptosporidium, Campylobacter or E. Coli that may result
in gastroenteric illnesses. Other water quality concerns
include increased nutrients and depleted oxygen levels
related to microbial decomposition when heavy
precipitation and snow melt events wash fecal waste into
nearby waters. Heavy visitor use coupled with the lack of
waste pick up often results in higher levels of fecal coliform
entering the water.

Picture of the improved trail in 2013 (above)
Picture of degraded trail in 2016 (below)

“A single gram of dog waste can contain 23
million fecal coliform bacteria & can spread
diseases like giardia &salmonella. Bacteria
from dog waste accounts for up to 20% of
the bacteria in urban waterways.” – Keep it
Clean Partnership

In 2017, JCOS staff working at the DOLA recently added 1,000 linear feet of straw wattles or berms along a one-acre
area of the stream to help prevent stormwater runoff and capture soil before it could enter the stream. Over the
course of one month and one rain event, it was estimated that the straw berms captured as much as 100 pounds of
soil along the hillside above the stream.
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In 2016, JCOS, in conjunction with CO Department of Public Health & Environment (CDPHE), conducted bi-weekly
water sampling surveys over the course of six months to test fecal coliform levels and the presence of specific
bacteria at two different sites along the stream at the Elk Meadow Dog Off-Leash Area. The sampling sites measured
bacteria levels entering the DOLA area and exiting the DOLA area. JCOS staff brought in state public health officials
to review the testing sites and approve the sampling protocol. The water samples were transported first to the
Jefferson County Public Health Department, and then via courier to the Colorado Department of Public Health &
Environment (CDPHE) for testing.
Figure 4: Water Quality Testing at DOLA

The E. coli test is used as an indicator for microbial quality of water.
The tributary at the DOLA has a recreational use listing and the standard is 126 colonies/100ml
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The lab results revealed that the stream water at the DOLA had extremely high levels of bacterial contamination and
that the levels of contamination exceeded state limits by as much as 20 times the acceptable levels. By equivalent,
these contaminant levels would typically result in closure of an entire public swimming beach.
Testing revealed that levels were exceptionally high in late spring and summer months. The “spike” in E. coli that
occurred during this time was likely the result of three interacting factors: higher temperatures, lower stream flow
and increased visitation in the warmer months of the season. Bacteria tend to thrive in the summer months, and
flows were also much lower meaning that there was less “flushing” of the system. We also know that the DOLA was
very popular during late spring and throughout the summer (more dogs). As a result of the DOLA water quality
testing, CDPHE concluded that the water at the Elk Meadow DOLA was unsafe for humans and their pets.
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Aside from the impacts to the water quality at the Dog Off-Leash Area itself, approximately six separate residences
draw groundwater from private wells. These neighbors are concerned about possible contamination of their wells.
Downstream neighbors are also concerned about being exposed to E. Coli from the stream that runs through their
properties. Agitation, water volume, and dispersion, among other natural factors, help to reduce bacteria level
presence in water, so downstream contamination is less likely.
JCOS remains concerned about water quality contamination and potential health concerns associated with
operation of the DOLA. JCOS is performing on going water quality testing to monitor bacterial levels and ensure they
stay within an acceptable range.

Dog Management
Management of dogs visiting the Elk Meadow Dog Off-Leash Area
(DOLA), has been an ongoing effort for Jefferson County Open
Space (JCOS) involving a combination of design, education,
regulatory signing, and enforcement—and ties directly into the
capacity of JCOS to maintain and operate the DOLA. The success
of these efforts inevitably comes down to the willingness of dog
park visitors to comply with the rules established for the DOLA.
When the park was used as a dog training area in the 1990’s
regulations were established for voice control of pets and limited
areas where dog training was permitted. When the memorial Bark
Park was established in 2001, a specific dog play area was fenced
to further delineate areas for dog use. The fence was later
relocated in 2005 to remove the stream from the fenced area to
minimize dog impacts to the streambank & water quality.
Signage throughout the DOLA lists animal control regulations and
pet waste pick up reminders. Regular ranger patrol of the DOLA
was provided by Rangers who monitored compliance with
regulations and educated other rangers and visitors to the DOLA
about the importance of compliance with regulations to protect
park resources. Over the years, volunteer ranger patrols
provided education and training events to help visitors maintain
control of their dog while at the DOLA. While education and enforcement
efforts resulted in some improvement, the management challenges persisted.
Ten residences border the southeast section of the DOLA. These residential areas are not fenced, nor are the DOLA
park boundaries. In the past, vegetation buffers provided sufficient privacy. As more undesignated trails were
created in the park and visitation increased, visitors began wandering closer to these residential areas. On many
occasions, dogs that are not responsive to voice control wandered into the private yards of these residents. This
resulted in frustrated neighbors, trampled vegetation and harassment of their own pets.
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Pet Waste
Pet waste pick up was one of the largest sources of management
issues at the DOLA in terms of impacts to natural resources and
maintenance capacity. Recent recreation reports estimate that only
60% of dog park visitors pick up their dog’s waste. The impacts to
public health and safety from dog waste are significant. Dog waste
does not biodegrade like wildlife waste due to the ingredients in dog
food. Dog waste contains harmful bacteria and parasites such as E.
coli, giardia, salmonella, hookworms, roundworms and
cryptosporidium. Pet waste seeps into the soil and impacts water
quality when it enters rivers, streams and lakes. This increases the
spread of disease.
Signage, peer pressure and ongoing education and enforcement
efforts have shown to increase dog waste pick up percentages. For
past 15 years JCOS has organized volunteer “poop pick up” events to
try to maintain the cleanliness of the DOLA.
As part of National Public Lands Day on September 24, 2016, JCOS
hosted a dog waste pick up event. As a result, volunteers collected
over 426 pounds of dog waste. Three weeks later, a second dog waste
pick up event was held by Friends of Evergreen Dog Park, and another
50 pounds of dog waste was collected. Subsequent events held in
November 2016, and January and February of 2017 resulted in
collection of a total of 160 pounds of dog waste.

2004-2016
Volunteer Dog Waste
Pick Up Campaigns
For over 12 years JCOS and community
volunteers have held dog waste pick-up events
to help manage dog waste accumulation at the
DOLA. Creative pick up campaigns & social
media posts provide education, information on
the dangers of dog waste, and offer dog related
discounts and giveaways at events.

Leave No Trace "Why All the Flags?"
Volunteer Dog Patrols & Leave No
Trace Trainings
April Stools Days
Mayday Mayday - the Dog Park
Needs Your Help!
"There is No Poop Fairy!" campaign
"Doo the Right Thing" campaign
Let's Doo It!
"Poolympics"

Despite ongoing volunteer waste pick up events, posting of rules &
regulations, ranger education and enforcement, non-compliance
levels remained high. The dog waste levels at the DOLA stretched
the overall maintenance capacity of the rangers to unsustainable
levels. This is an ongoing challenge for JCOS, and no resolution has
yet been achieved.

Parking, Traffic Control & Safety
Due to the popularity of Jefferson County Open Space Parks,
vehicular management is a persistent challenge across the entire Open Space System. Challenges with managing
traffic, safety and parking at the Elk Meadow DOLA increased as its popularity increased.
Most of the 4,000 weekly visitors arrived by car to visit the DOLA. The physical site constraints limited
implementation of additional infrastructure improvements to manage traffic volumes.
JCOS added 11 parking spaces south of Stagecoach, but ran out of area to add additional parking without excavating
the hillside. North of Stagecoach 48 parking spaces accommodate visitors to both the DOLA and Elk Meadow Park.
Parking alongside Stagecoach near the trailhead is legal and accommodates an additional 12-14 vehicles. Illegal
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parking regularly occurred further along the narrow stretches of Stagecoach Blvd. creating unsafe roadway and
pedestrian conditions.
Speeds along Stagecoach consistently created unsafe conditions combined with parking along the roadway. Speed
reports were compiled by the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office in 2013. The report noted that within one day 3,395
cars were clocked by radar guns in the posted 40mph zone. 74% (or 2,522 cars) were clocked at over 45mph and 57
were clocked at over 75mph on the hill near the entrance to the DOLA. Estimates from rangers and others were that
traffic volumes and speeds generally increased since the study in 2013.

Figure 5: Exhibit summarizing 2013 traffic study, speeds & volume

The County Sheriffs, Open Space Rangers and Animal Control officers all dedicated additional staff resources at the
DOLA by increasing patrols to try to provide education and enforcement around traffic safety.
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Figure 6: Exhibit summarizing 2013 traffic study, speeds & volume

Safety of visitors to the Elk Meadow Dog Off-Leash
Area was an ongoing concern for staff. The north
lots provide about 80% of the parking spaces for the
DOLA. Parking in this area creates pedestrian/dog
safety issues for visitors crossing Stagecoach
Boulevard. During 2013-2014 the pedestrian
crossing markings were repainted. A flashing beacon
above the pedestrian crossing sign was installed in
2016, but crossings still occurred all along the
roadway creating unsafe conditions.
Although park regulations stated that dogs must be
on-leash until they were within the DOLA entry
gates, non-compliance was an issue and on 10
separate occasions, resulted in dogs being hit by
vehicles.

Adjacent Residential Impacts
The southeastern portion of the Elk Meadow Dog Off-Leash Area is adjacent to 10 private residences. Since the
establishment of the dog training facility in the 1990’s, JCOS staff received calls and complaints about the use of the
area for off-leash dogs. Over the years park staff attempted to address concerns from residents through blockading
and removing undesignated trails near residential areas, installed signage and enforced DOLA rules and regulations.
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The problems persisted and were exacerbated with the increase in the popularity of the DOLA. The most frequent
residential concerns included:
• Pets wandering onto private residential property with no owner present
• Barking and harassing private residents’ pets
• Trespass by visitors
• People shouting for their dogs/Noise
• Pet defecation in or near private residences

Maintenance & Operations
Currently, JCOS has 18 rangers who have their responsibilities spread throughout 45,000 acres in 30 parks and more
than 230 miles of trail. There is one resident ranger stationed at Elk Meadow Park. This ranger’s responsibilities
include patrol of a regional ranger district that includes eight different
parks besides the Elk Meadow DOLA. The Resident Ranger patrols the Elk
Meadow Park, Alderfer/Three Sisters, Flying J Ranch, Lair O' the Bear,
Mount Falcon, Mount Lindo and Hiwan Heritage Parks, and the Pioneer
Trail/bikeway. Ranger patrol includes vehicle drive-bys, bike and foot
patrols on trails and throughout the park area. The patrol function
includes greeting visitors, providing education about park resources and
recreational opportunities and serving as a park representative for
visitors to open space. Patrol also includes enforcement of park
regulations through information sharing and issuing warnings and tickets
for violations. Rangers are also trained in emergency response, search &
rescue, first aid, CPR and wildlife conflict and wildfire response. Rangers
are regularly involved in medical and search and rescue responses that
are time sensitive and take priority overall among ranger duties.
Rangers also play a role in the physical management of JCOS parks by performing maintenance functions to maintain
a positive visitor experience. They monitor parking and traffic. They perform minor maintenance activities such as
clearing debris from trails, snow removal, and fence and signage repair. Rangers also maintain and perform minor
repairs to restroom facilities and clear trash and trash receptacles.
Given the wide variety of responsibilities and activities a ranger is tasked to perform on any given day across several
parks, it became difficult for JCOS to manage the high level of service required for the Elk Meadow DOLA. The
current resident ranger reported that most of his daily shift was spent with DOLA visitors, picking up dog waste and
emptying trash cans. Even with the assistance of volunteers, the daily volume of visitors and maintenance of the site
impacted the quality of service provided to the other sites the ranger is responsible for.

Visitor Use & Community Experience
One of the cornerstones of the Jefferson County Open Space (JCOS), mission is to protect and preserve our natural
resources and to provide opportunities for visitors to access, recreate and enjoy these public spaces. Given the
proximity of the Jefferson County Open Space system to the largest population center in the state—the Denver
Metro Area—achieving balance between protecting our natural resources while still providing the public with
recreational opportunities can be difficult.
Part of the Park Management Plan development process for JCOS includes application of a carrying capacity model
that helps to estimate number of visitors for each park to balance resource protection, visitor experience and
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maintenance capacity. The idea recognizes that there is a threshold that after reached, starts to diminish the social
and environmental benefits of the park and begins to compromise the sustainability of the area. Carrying capacity is
often measured by park vehicle counts, the number of park visitors and identifying conflict points. As plans are
updated, visitation surveys are conducted to determine if the park is still maintaining a quality visitor experience and
operating below capacity limits.
Over the years, JCOS has implemented a variety of management tools focused on maintaining that balance and for
ensuring that all visitors to open space have a positive, high quality experiences. Some of these management tools
have included:
•
•
•
•
•

Designating a certain number of parking spaces/lots
Designating different trails in the same park for different types of use
Designating different parks for different types of use
Designating different days of the week for different types of use
Limiting the number of people who can be in a park at one time

In the 1990s and through 2005, visitation levels at the DOLA were moderate but increasing, ranging at first to 15-20
visits per week and growing to 75-80 visits per week. Much of the increase in visitation during this time was related
to regional newspapers and magazines profiling the park as a great place for dogs to run free off-leash. The growth
in the use of social media and specific dog park apps that identify and report on popular dog off-leash areas has
been a huge source of attracting visitors to the DOLA and had turned the area into a regional destination.
When the Elk Meadow Park management plan was last updated in 2011, visitation levels were beyond their physical
capacity at approximately 500 visitors per week, but conflict levels and perceptions of crowding were relatively low
(These numbers and survey responses include visitors to both the Elk Meadow Park and the DOLA). In response to
these increases, JCOS increased parking lot and park patrols to help manage visitation levels.
In 2016, visitation levels reached up to 4,000 visitors per week at the Elk Meadow Dog Off-Leash Area. In a series of
community planning sessions that JCOS held, meeting participants were asked a variety of questions about their
experience at the DOLA. Only 3% of respondents thought conditions were improving at the DOLA, 64% of
respondents thought conditions at the DOLA were declining, and 27 % of respondents thought conditions to access
the DOLA were unsafe or very unsafe. The survey results indicated that the DOLA had surpassed sustainable carrying
capacity levels.

V. Addressing Management Challenges – Recent Efforts
2017 Elk Meadow DOLA Community Meeting Series
Faced with the persistent challenges associated with maintenance and operation of the Elk Meadow Dog Off-Leash
Area (DOLA), JCOS again reached out to the community and the Friends Groups to discuss challenges and collect
input on potential solutions. At the beginning of 2017, JCOS scheduled three progressive two-hour community
meetings in Evergreen and widely advertised the meetings. The anticipated outcomes associated with the meeting
series was to identify a number of realistic actions that could be implemented over the short term to help restore
the park to a healthy state over the long term. A detailed report on the format, activities, participant input and
results of these meetings is included as part of Appendix 1.
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The meetings were held on the following dates at the Buchanan Recreation Center in Evergreen:

Meeting 1: January 19
Meeting 2: February 9
Meeting 3: March 2
Communications around each meeting and all DOLA updates included:
• Television interviews
• Newspaper interviews
• Press releases
• Social media updates
• Website updates
• Roadside lighted sign alerts
• Trailhead postings

Community Meeting Format and Discussion Items
The three DOLA Community Meetings were progressive meetings, where in the information reviewed and collected
at each meeting was integrated into development of the next meeting purpose and agenda.
The first meeting on January 19th had 146 participants. The items discussed at the first meeting included:
• Exhibit viewing
• Welcome, Introductions & Polling of Participants on Demographics, Attitudes & Perceptions
• Current State Presentation: Management Issues & Challenges
• Q&A on the Current State
• Breakout Group Discussions on Potential Solutions
• Sharing of Group Discussions around Potential Solutions
• Final Comments
The January 19th meeting included breakout discussions by meeting participants. The breakout groups were tasked
with developing a list of different options to address management issues. The charts below summarize the top
potential solutions agreed upon by the participants and number of people that supported each solution.
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Figures 7& 8: Potential solutions to address management issues at the DOLA generated by January 19th & February 9th community
meeting participants

During the February 9th meeting, staff provided a list of recent management efforts to address the challenges at the
DOLA and showed an aerial video of the Elk Meadow DOLA that illustrated the barren landscape from years of
resource impact.
Staff also shared a tweet from a JCOS Ranger stating that just one week prior
to the meeting, he counted 74 piles of waste within 100 meters of the trail
head. Staff again voiced the challenge with managing visitor noncompliance
with dog waste pick up regulations.
JCOS staff led a discussion on JCOS mission and how resources need to be
allocated to provide opportunities for all visitors, not just one type of visitor
(people with dogs).
The second portion of the meeting focused on participants reviewing the
potential solutions generated from the January 19th meeting. They were
tasked to develop additional potential solutions and categorize them. At the
first meeting, participants came up with 186 distinct solution options that fit
into about 20 management approach categories.
Staff provided detailed responses to the potential solutions generated. They discussed the feasibility, costs, benefits
and tradeoffs associated with pursuing the proposed solutions generated by the community. Many of the ideas
generated by the community could be applied and be of value for a new dog park, but would not remedy the site
challenges and degradation at the DOLA. In addition, many of the proposed solutions had either been tried
previously, were not realistic, or were out of the control of a county management agency to implement.
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The March 9th meeting was focused on presenting issues discussed to date, proposed potential solutions and
presentation of formal solutions to address DOLA management issues.
Following introductions, staff spoke briefly about the challenges facing the land in the DOLA. They highlighted the
dramatic increase in visitor traffic to as much as 4,000/week, the impacts to vegetation and the quickly degrading
water quality, where the state limits for E. coli were exceeded by 20x at the point where the stream leaves the
DOLA. Staff reported that neighbors to the DOLA have been negatively impacted by dogs on their property, and
noise pollution from many visitors shouting at their dogs. Staff highlighted that the area may need to be closed to
allow remediation and recovery of the land, citing:
•
•
•
•
•

Site characteristics
Overuse
Water quality
Poor visitor compliance
High level of service required to maintain safe environment

Given the challenges facing the DOLA, several ideas from the public process were considered to find a potential
compromise to keep a small portion of the DOLA open with some conditions. JCOS presented two different
scenarios on how to address the issues at the DOLA in the short term and over the longer term.
Short Term Closure: JCOS would close
the majority of the DOLA and keep the
fenced area open with thresholds for full
closure. This would involve work with
Friends of Evergreen Dog Park to ensure
compliance with posted regulations. If
park visitors failed to comply with the
agreed upon operating thresholds, JCOS
would force an immediate closure of the
fenced area:
• Stream water quality (increased
contamination levels)
• Lack of compliance with posted park
regulations and safety laws
• Lack of adherence to natural
resource protection closure
• Increased site degradation resulting
in unsafe conditions

Figure 9: Conceptual map of potential future state with a smaller footprint (in
purple) kept open for off-leash activities

Long Term – JCOS would continue to work with Friends of Evergreen Dog Park, landowners and local partners to find
a new site that is suitable and sustainable, recognizing:
• The community desire for dog off-leash areas
• The current location is not suitable and sustainable
• A new location must be identified for this use
• A future dog off-leash area should be operated by a local Evergreen organization
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DOLA Management Resolution – Park Closure
While the three public meetings yielded a potential compromise that might have enabled a small area to potentially
remain open in the short term, in the final analysis, JCOS believed the site is unsuitable and does not retain the
proper characteristics and infrastructure to support the increasing volume of visitors. As a result, after careful
consideration of the land, visitors and the impacts, the decision was made to close the park for restoration, and to
let the land rest. The closure date was set for April 4, 2017. In advance of the closing, staff began publicizing the
DOLA closure through media outreach, website updates and by hanging signs at the park to alert visitors.
On April 4, 2017 JCOS fenced off the DOLA to restrict further access to the area. The community was understandably
upset and held community rallies to protest the closure in hopes of reversing the decision. The closure of the DOLA
attracted fairly widespread media attention. JCOS recognizes that the DOLA has been a cherished community
gathering place for pets and their owners in the Evergreen area, but stand by their decision to close the area to let
the land rest and conduct restoration activities. JCOS continues to work with the Evergreen community to find a
suitable dog off-leash area location for the future.

Implementation of Restoration Activities
After the decision was made to close the park for restoration, staff
began implementing immediate improvements to address resource
damage and prevent further erosion. They also developed a Request for
Proposals to hire an ecological restoration team to design and construct
comprehensive restoration improvements. The budget for the
restoration efforts is set at approximately $400,000 over the next three
years. The budget includes design and permitting for improvements and
construction, as well as a three-year plan for site maintenance and
monitoring. JCOS has also budgeted an additional $15,000-$20,000 to
reconstruct degraded trails, repair signage, remove undesignated trails
and make improvements to the south parking lot. After the
improvements to the DOLA are constructed, JCOS field staff will
continue to monitor the water quality, vegetation and provide overall
stewardship of the area.
JCOS will keep the public informed about the progress and efforts
to restore the Elk Meadow DOLA area and has established a page
on their web site that features monthly restoration updates. This
information can be found at: http://jeffco.us/openspace/parks/elk-meadow-dog-off-leash-area/.

Wildlife cameras posted at the DOLA since its closure
have captured the return of Elk, Deer, Fox and
Raccoon. A curious Elk is featured in this picture.

Staff have already completed significant restoration work at the
DOLA since its closure three months ago. The following lists some
of the highlights of the restoration activities occurring at the
DOLA:
• Water quality sampling is occurring every two weeks
• Over 1,000 linear feet of straw wattles were installed to
reduce soil erosion
• Soil along the stream was de-compacted to facilitate the
establishment of vegetation along the stream
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•
•
•
•
•

A sterile annual grass (triticale) was planted at key locations along the stream to stabilize soil and to create
a vegetative buffer to help filter pathogens such as E. coli. Sterile triticale is often planted on highly disturbed
areas in advance of full restoration; It grows rapidly, and has a very robust root system that quickly stabilizes soil
Wildlife cameras were installed to monitor how wildlife has responded since the closure
Rapid assessment of noxious weeds has been conducted to prioritize initial treatments
Since the closure, 159 volunteers have invested 512 hours to assist with site clean-up, infrastructure
removal, and other tasks
Staff have completed mapping the extent of invasive species at the DOLA and are beginning to treat affected
areas

VI. Evaluation of Elk Meadow DOLA & Dog Off-Leash Areas in Open Space &
Lessons Learned
This report chronicles the history of management challenges associated with the Elk Meadow Dog Off-Leash Area
and the long-standing efforts of the Jefferson County Open Space staff to try to address these challenges. Despite
the commitment and dedication of resources, JCOS was not able to maintain the Elk Meadow DOLA in a sustainable
manner. The park location, elevation and terrain limited additional design improvements to mitigate resource
impacts and provide additional visitor capacity.
Visitation levels increased exponentially over the past 16 years at the DOLA. In 2017, visitation levels were estimated
at 200,000 annual visitors. These visitation levels were very high for a single, 107-acre park, and equates to having
1,869 visitors per acre at the DOLA. In comparison, the JOCS system has 6.9 million annual visitors that visit the 30
parks across its 45,000 acres. These numbers equate to having 153 people per acre dispersed across the 30 parks
that JCOS oversees.
The maintenance requirements associated with the DOLA stretched the capacity of JCOS rangers and maintenance
staff for years. As one of 30 parks that JCOS oversees, it simply did not have the needed staff and budget to dedicate
to the DOLA without lowering the level of service at its other 29 parks.
Jefferson County Open Space is responsible for preserving unique examples of our local natural heritage, protecting
its natural resources, and providing Jefferson county residents and visitors to open space with exceptional and highquality visitor experiences. It achieves its mission daily through its efforts in its 30 parks that span 45,000 acres and
include more than 230 miles of trails—for over 6.9 million visitors annually.
The question of how dog parks and dog off-leash facilities align with the JCOS mission is complex. As populations
change and demographics shift, organizations are frequently faced with new requests for use of open space
properties. JCOS has been at the forefront of developing strategies to address community interests for different uses
of open space, while at the same time maintaining the balance required for mission achievement. The visitors to the
Elk Meadow DOLA represent less than 3% of all visitors to Jefferson County Open Space properties. Given the broad
range of services JCOS provides for its visitors and for stewardship of its open space parks, the appropriateness of
converting open natural landscapes into dog park facilities seems incongruent to protection of natural resources.
The requirements to develop, operate and maintain a dog off-leash area are better suited to local agencies and
organizations that typically design their management structure to provide staffing for maintaining high use facilities,
such as city parks and multi-use recreation facilities. In addition, a dog park operated by a local organization is not
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likely to have the same regional draw that county facilities experience. Designing operations to serve a more local
audience is likely to yield a more sustainable dog park.
Jefferson County Open Space (JCOS) remains committed to providing community residents with options for dog
socialization and exercise in an off-leash environment. With the closure of the Elk Meadow DOLA, JCOS is working
with Evergreen residents, Friends of Evergreen Dog Park and other interested stakeholders to help identify a
potential new location for a dog park in the area through its formation of the New Evergreen Dog Park Working
Group. To this end, JCOS is providing facilitation services and staffing assistance to help identify opportunities to
locate a dog park in a nearby local jurisdiction and partner with local organizations to help support the development
and management of a new dog off-leash area. JCOS has also offered to provide technical assistance to help offset
costs for development of a new dog off-leash area.
In the short term, Jefferson County has nine dog parks that provide opportunities for dogs to be off-leash:
•
•
•
•
•

Beaver Ranch Bark Park: Conifer
Chatfield State Park: Littleton
Forsberg Dog Park: Lakewood
Homer’s Run Dog Park: Golden
Tony Grampsas Dog Park: Golden

•
•
•
•

West Arvada Dog Park: Arvada
Westminster Hills Dog Park: Westminster
Wynetka Ponds Park: Littleton
Fruitdale Park: Wheat Ridge

Lessons Learned
One of the objectives of this report has been to evaluate the history of the design, management and decision
making around the DOLA to identify improvement areas that can be applied to future decision making. To this
end, JCOS achieved many successes with respect to being responsive to community interests and recreation
demand through its establishment and ongoing management of the DOLA. JCOS, however, was not as successful
at applying its formal management plan principles to the DOLA. Both the JCOS Management Unit Designation
System and the Carrying Capacity Model that were established as part of the Elk Meadow Park Management
Plan provided parameters for balancing resource protection and recreation through establishment of thresholds
for visitor numbers and resource impacts. While JCOS actively addressed management issues as they occurred,
they did not proactively monitor and assess situations occurring at the DOLA. This shifted JCOS staff into a
perpetual reactionary mode, where it became difficult to reverse or get ahead of impacts. Operating in a
reactionary mode is further complicated as popularity of areas like the DOLA increase. The use of social media to
share experiences at parks like the DOLA, means many areas receive large increases in visitor numbers over the
course of weeks and months, rather than years. This shift in how visitors are drawn to parks significantly
elevates the importance of monitoring and assessment to adequately plan for shifts in how a park may need to
be managed. The lesson to be learned from this experience would be for JCOS to better integrate regular
monitoring and assessment of park areas so that are able to proactively address changes in resource integrity,
visitor capacity, traffic and public safety, and increased maintenance challenges.

New Evergreen Dog Park Working Group
Following the closure of the Elk Meadow DOLA, JCOS delivered on its commitment to assist with providing a dog
off-leash area in the Evergreen Area by developing a collaborative Working Group charged with this activity. On
June 9, 2017, JCOS convened and facilitated the first meeting of the New Evergreen Dog Park Working Group.
The New Evergreen Dog Park Working Group is composed of JCOS staff, Evergreen Parks & Recreation District
staff, Evergreen Metro District and The Friends of Evergreen Dog Park. The mission of the Working Group is to:
“Develop a new environmentally friendly, sustainable dog park to serve the Evergreen area.”
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The Working Group plans to meet regularly to discuss different options for location of the dog off-leash area and
identify elements critical for its development. Some of the preliminary considerations identified at their first
meeting included:
• Attributes/Design Features for dog off-leash areas
• Management structure
The following section of this report may provide some strategic guidance to the New Evergreen Dog Park
Working Group with respect to best practices and evaluation of existing dog off-leash areas that can be applied
to their work.

VII. Analysis of Front Range Dog Park Operations – Challenges & Best
Practices
Beginning with the establishment of the Dog Training
facility in the 1990’s, JCOS staff recognized there were
some design flaws associated with the Dog Off-Leash
Area at Elk Meadow. At that time, there was little
available guidance on how best to design and operate
dog off-leash areas. By 2005, Jefferson County Animal
Control identified specific requirements for the design
and operation of a dog off-leash area. These updated
requirements reflected the growing popularity of dogs
and interest in dog off-leash areas, and provided
Jefferson County Open Space with specific guidance to
incorporate into the Elk Meadow DOLA. Those
improvements have been implemented over the past
ten years and addressed some management
challenges. Still, the operational and maintenance
requirements and the resource impacts were largely
imbalanced and continued to stress the capacity of
JCOS to manage the DOLA at a sustainable level.
This section of the report analyzes the design, operation and management considerations of existing dog offleash areas with the objective of identifying recommended strategies and best management practices (BMPs),
for the development of dog parks and dog off-leash areas. This section is organized as follows:
•
•
•

Trends in dog ownership and dog off-leash areas
Review of existing dog park assessments for the design and operation of dog parks & dog off-leash areas in
Colorado
Assessment of management challenges of five similar dog off-leash areas along the Front Range in Colorado

Increasing Demand for Dog Park/Off-Leash Areas
Across the country, dog ownership has skyrocketed. The American Pet Products Association & the American
Veterinary Medical Association reported in their 2015-2016 survey, that there are 54.4 million households with
at least one dog and 77.8 million pet dogs. With more people choosing to live in apartments, condos, or homes
without yards, the demand for areas for dogs to play and walk off-leash have become more important than ever
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before. This has translated into greater demand for parks & open space agencies to provide dog off-leash
facilities in our cities and counties. Many communities have stepped up to try to meet the demand. In 2016, the
American Veterinary Medical Association estimated that there are over 1,000 dog parks in the United States.
With the demand and development of dog parks rising, park designers and operators have become more adept
at developing facilities to meet basic needs, provide for comfort and enjoyment, and assist with maintenance
and operations. Dog Parks and dog off-leash areas now routinely focus on providing agility equipment,
socialization and exercise areas and are strategically located within easy walking distance to nearby
neighborhoods and amenities.
Many communities considering the establishment of dog parks and dog off-leash areas have done their
homework beforehand by completing their own comparative studies of other dog parks. These evaluations
provide baseline guidance for development and design of dog off-leash areas and is summarized below.

Existing Assessments for Colorado Dog Parks/Off-Leash Areas
In 2010, Colorado State Parks developed Dog Off-Leash Area
Management Plans for both Chatfield & Cherry Creek State Parks.
The plans were developed over a two-year period and included a
review of 44 Colorado dog park & dog off-leash facilities to identify
different design options, facility requirements & rules for
operation and management (see Appendix 2 for Colorado State
Parks Summary Matrix of Dog Park Comparisons). The review
included both site visits and internet searches and evaluated 22
different aspects of dog park & dog off-leash areas. Of the 44 dog
parks reviewed, the most prominent design & operation
considerations included in the majority of the 44 parks were the
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Average Size: 2 to 5 acres
Perimeter fencing
Separate small dog area
Shelter
Benches
Drinking water
Trees
Limited children
Agility equipment

•
•
•
•
•

Waste bags
provided
Voice command or control
Limit on number of dogs per person
No sick, aggressive, or in-heat dogs
allowed
Dawn to dusk hours of operation

Despite the advancement in the design of facilities, many communities face ongoing management &
maintenance challenges. More recent comparative studies are paying closer attention to operational strategies
to mitigate resource damage. Table 3 provides detail on the design, management and ongoing challenges
associated with dog off-leash facilities along the Front Range.
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Front Range Dog Off-Leash Area Assessments
Five dog park/dog-off leash areas along the Front Range were assessed using
phone interviews and internet research:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Forsberg Park, Lakewood, CO
Glendale Farm, Douglas County, CO
Westminster Hills, Westminster, CO
Hall Heill Ranch, Boulder County, CO
Cherry Creek State Park, Denver, CO

Although these communities have distinct differences in terms of population
and density, each of these parks share similar characteristics as the Elk
Meadow Park DOLA:
•
•
•
•

Larger management sites
Adjacent to, or part of an open space area/natural area
Part of mission and purpose includes protection of
natural resources (vegetation & wildlife)
Establishment of a dog park has required a different level
of service than other operations they have traditionally
performed
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Table 3: Assessment of Front Range Dog Operations

Category

Forsberg Park,
Lakewood, CO

Glendale Farm,
Douglas County, CO

Westminster Hills, Heill Valley Ranch,
Dog Off-Leash
Boulder County, CO
Area
Westminster, CO
420 (originally 20
acres)
Adjacent to
ecosystem
management area,
near residential, but
separated by
arterial roadway
Community
demand, area for
dogs to play, run off
leash, community
socialization,
exercise

6,231

107

Open Space Area

Within state park

Was not considered
as an actively
regulated dog offleash area

1971 -Dog training
facility

City Parks & Open
Space
Partial fence, shade,
dog water fountain,
benches, natural
dog pond, parking,
provide
compostable dog
bags, dispensers,
trash vaults &
receptacles
Natural terrain, bare
ground
Part of maintenance
crew rounds, ranger
patrol
Private company
empties trash vaults

Open Space

State Park; Fee
Based
Fenced, dog
watering station,
restrooms,
parking, shade,
dog bag
dispensers

Size (acres)

Was 40 acres, now 4

17

Location

Part of community
park

Adjacent to Open
Space

Purpose/Objective for Establishment

Extension of 1990s
dog training facility

Management Structure

City parks

To reduce off leash
conflicts/impacts in
other open space
areas (provide a
dedicated area for
dogs), increase leash
compliance in OS
Open Space

General Design/Infrastructure

Perimeter fence,
parking, dog waste
bag & dispensers

Non-irrigated, upland,
drainage, intermittent
creek. Fenced shade
structure, dog agility
course, benches,
perimeter trail,
parking

Surface Materials

Grass/bare ground

Maintenance/Operations

Part of maintenance
crew rounds
Purchases bags

Natural terrain, native
grasses
Contract out dog
waste pick up and
trash can pickups ,
twice a week

Parking, trail into
open space ranch

Trail, adjacent to
native habitat
Rangers

Cherry Creek
State Park,
Denver, CO

Natural terrain
Rangers/part of
regular
maintenance
rounds
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Forsberg Park,
Lakewood, CO

Table 3: Assessment of Front Range Dog Operations

Category

Glendale Farm,
Douglas County, CO

Westminster Hills, Heill Valley Ranch,
Dog Off-Leash
Boulder County, CO
Area
Westminster, CO

Part of maintenance
crew rounds
Purchases bags

once a week and
recycles dog waste

Role of Partners/Volunteer Groups

•

Dog waste pick
up events

•

Dog waste pick up
events

•

Dog waste pick
up events

N/A

Resource Management Concerns

•

Natural grasses,
80% denuded
On a hillside,
severe erosion
Whole area
needs to be
closed for
restoration

•

Native vegetation,
native grasses –
not too much
degradation,
perimeter trail
helps keep dogs
off native habitat

•
•

Dog waste
Area does not
have sensitive
resources,
pretty arid and
rocky with
limited
vegetation
Intermittent
pond is fed
from run off,
does not feed
any other water
source

•

•
•

•

•

•

Changes in
wildlife behavior,
density
Impacts to
sensitive
ecosystems
Impacts to
vegetation

Cherry Creek
State Park,
Denver, CO

•

Dog waste
pick up
events, dog
patrols,
general
management
assistance

•

Water quality
concerns
Ability of
trampled
riparian areas
to filter dog
waste run off
Ability to
allow natural
areas to rest
and
undertake
restoration
efforts
Funding to do
restoration
work

•

•

•

Alignment to Mission

•

Challenge to
provide balance
additional “use”

•

Sees it as evolving
community
expectation, and

•

See it as aligned
to their mission
which is to

•

Does not align
with purposes of
open space &

•

See
community
needs and
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Forsberg Park,
Lakewood, CO

Table 3: Assessment of Front Range Dog Operations

Category

Glendale Farm,
Douglas County, CO

of park space,
stretching
capacity of staff
to manage

Management Perspective/ Status

•

•

•

Cannot keep up
with
maintenance
needs (dog
waste)
Visitation levels
high, increasing
conflicts
between dogs
and visitors
Parking at
capacity, lot will
disappear with
upcoming
Alameda
roadway
widening

want to satisfy
community needs
that has merit,
challenge is how
to balance
maintenance
needs

•
•
•

•

High visitation
Parking ongoing
issue
Maintenance
functioning but
increasing issues
Perimeter trail
helps to reduce
vegetation
impacts to overall
area

Westminster Hills, Heill Valley Ranch,
Dog Off-Leash
Boulder County, CO
Area
Westminster, CO
deliver
exceptional
value and
quality of life
and see the
experience at a
dog park is well
suited. Also
promotes
community,
health and
wellness
• Dog waste is
recycled
through Enviro
Wag. Effort
collects 60-80%
of dog waste
• Staff time
needed to
maintain area
valued equally
as time spent
on other open
space areas

Cherry Creek
State Park,
Denver, CO

charge to protect
sensitive habitat
and wildlife
species

• 5 year moratorium
on permitting off
leash dogs to
study resource
impacts. Results
presented strong
evidence of
wildlife
disturbance,
resource damage
impacts to native
vegetation. Closed
to dogs in 2006

interests as
evolving and
need to
provide
experiences
to different
types of
visitors

•

•

Visitor use is
increasing, but
funding has
stayed
stagnant,
ability to
manage
sustainably is
an ongoing
challenge,
looking for
different
methods
See it as
sacrificing a
natural
resource area
to meet public
demand for
evolving use,
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Forsberg Park,
Lakewood, CO

Table 3: Assessment of Front Range Dog Operations

Category

Glendale Farm,
Douglas County, CO

Westminster Hills, Heill Valley Ranch,
Dog Off-Leash
Boulder County, CO
Area
Westminster, CO

Cherry Creek
State Park,
Denver, CO

interest in dog
parks
Financing

•

No separate
source of
funding besides
budget

•

No separate
source of funding
besides budget

•

No separate
source of
funding besides
budget

•

No separate
source of funding
besides budget

•

User fee to
assist with
maintenance,
but is not
dedicated to
park; looking
into private
sponsorships
and Friends’
group private
donations
that can
augment
costs for dog
off-leash area
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VIII. Recommendations for Establishment & Management of Dog Off-Leash
Areas
Throughout this report, documentation of the ongoing challenges associated with the operation and
management of the Elk Meadow DOLA were presented. The decision to close the DOLA was made after 16 years
of work with the community and through the hard work of JCOS staff to mitigate impacts. While closing the
DOLA was a decision that did not come lightly, JCOS remains committed to working with the community to
address the demand for a dog off leash areas in the Evergreen area. Through their work with the Evergreen Dog
Park Working Group, JCOS hopes to apply the Best Management Guidelines in the following section for
development of a new dog off-leash area.
The table below identifies important parameters for development of a dog park and provides best management
guidelines for development of new facilities. The table utilizes the information obtained from current research
on the subject, and from the assessments and conversations with different management agencies to identify key
considerations for development and management of dog parks and dog off-leash areas.
Table 4: BMPs for development of Dog Park Facilities & Off-Leash Areas

Parameter
Purpose

Best Management Guideline
•
•
•
•
•

Identify who does the park serve? % population benefit for local community verses regional
attraction
Dog socialization
Play & Agility
Exercise
Containing dogs from undesired areas (natural areas)

Feasibility Analysis

•

Plan parks before they are developed to evaluate site suitability, service areas, community
impacts, resource impacts, traffic circulation, physical development & infrastructure costs,
maintenance & operational costs

Carrying Capacity

•
•
•
•
•
•

Establish reasonable number of visitors to manage resource impacts & maintenance
Dog per acre, land can sustain
# of dogs per visitor
Parking lot size to accommodate # visitors
Parking lot enforcement
Temporary closure when parking, # of dogs, # of visitors reaches capacity

Costs & Financing

•
•
•
•

Evaluate costs to develop, annual maintenance and patrol/enforcement costs
Cost/benefit ratio of dog park compared to other parks within the system you manage
Identify sponsorships, private donations to offset costs for dog waste bags, trash pick-up,
restoration work
Coordination with private developer to develop, or maintain if appropriate

Service areas

•

Identify population dog off-leash area will serve, nearby amenities

Safety

•
•
•
•

Restrict overtly aggressive, unruly, and under-socialized dogs
Discourage bringing young puppies or fearful dogs to parks
Dog under voice control
Children closely supervised or limited
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Parameter

Noise

Best Management Guideline
•
•
•

Owners should carry their leash on them at all times
Mandatory on-leash area from parking lot to off-leash area
Volunteer dog patrols to monitor interactions between dogs

•
•

Do not establish a dog park immediately adjacent to residential property lines
If the dog park must be located immediately adjacent to residential property lines, create
buffers with plants, fencing or earthen berms if needed
If an established park shares a border with residential property lines, move the area of
heaviest usage away from that boundary

•

Sanitation

•
•
•

•
•
Location

•
•
•
•
•

Plan and budget for an appropriate maintenance and cleaning schedule, done by the
municipality, organization or contracted service provider managing the dog park.
Consider recycling dog waste through service providers
Place signs stating the rules at the entrance(s) to the park, as well as within the park,
profiling the rule that owners must pick up the feces of their dogs. Be sure that the signs are
well maintained.
Provide adequate disposable bags (compostable), or other means of removing feces, and
refuse cans for feces cleanup.
Suggest that an active dog park club help monitor the sanitation of the park
Locate the park so that it is not directly adjacent to residential property lines, to reduce
conflict between park visitors and the neighbors
Provide adequate parking for the dog park visitors, as most visitors (95%) drive to them.
Locate the off-leash area close to the parking lot as possible to discourage owners letting
their dogs off-leash between the dog park and parking.
Consider the slope, terrain, soil stability and vegetation consideration
Do not locate within 100 yards of water source

Infrastructure

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parking
Perimeter fencing
Water for dogs (plumbing lines)
Signage
Shelter/Shade
Restrooms
ADA provisions
Creation of formal trails, perimeter trails to control resource impacts and creation of
undesignated trails that can fragment landscape

Maintenance

•
•

Supplement staff dog waste clean-up efforts with volunteer waste pick ups
Use of private companies to pick up and recycle dog waste with compostable dog waste
bags
Establish thresholds for dog waste and when exceed close dog park ( green, yellow, red
condition ratings warn visitors of status and potential closure due to waste)

•

Rules/Regulations

•
•

Post regulation signage at entrances, along fencing, throughout park and on web sites
Use educational events, patrols and volunteers to familiarize visitors with regulations and
increase compliance
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Parameter
Dog Park
Clubs/Volunteer
Groups

Best Management Guideline
•
•
•
•

Identify if active dog constituency/dog park advocates are present & willing to form a
management group
Develop partnerships with local community groups /existing dog park group to see if they
have an interest in planning of the park.
Suggest regular meetings to review success of efforts and address any problems as they
arise
Look for partnerships with local pet stores, like minded businesses to sponsor dog park
elements and/or maintenance efforts
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Appendix 1.
JCOS Facilitation Report for Elk Meadow DOLA
Community Meeting Series

Brian Pool, Partner
Government Performance Solutions, Inc.
303.884.8646
brian@governmentperformance.us

July 20, 2017

Matt Robbins
Community Connections Manager
700 Jefferson County Parkway
Open Space Building
Golden, CO 80401

RE: Final Report for Jefferson County Open Space (JCOS) - Elk Meadow Park Dog Off-leash Area (DOLA)
Facilitation
Thank you for the opportunity to assist with facilitating 3 public meetings to gather feedback on the challenges
facing the JCOS Elk Meadow Park DOLA as well as feedback on potential solutions to those challenges. To set the
context for these meetings, it is important to understand the mission and scope of JCOS.
JCOS Mission:
• Preserve open space and parkland
• Protect park and natural resources
• Provide healthy, nature-based experiences
JCOS is funded with a one-half of one percent sales tax, our
organization contributes to city and park district projects
• Preserve more than 54,000 acres,
• Manage 29 open space parks
• Maintain more than 236 miles of trails

Figure 1: Picture of DOLA visitor on the
upgraded trail in 2013

The area provides a truly unique experience to the many front range stakeholders who
share the goal of maintaining a mountainous terrain off-leash dog area as a sustainable
asset to the community.
As a small part (107 acres) of just 1 of the 29 open space parks administered by JCOS
(see map to the right), the DOLA has been a disproportionate source of difficult and
seemingly intractable challenges, particularly over the last 6-9 months.
Recent developments, however, have necessitated a much closer look at the challenges
and potential long-term solutions for the unique landscape and all its myriad
stakeholders. These include increasing numbers of human and dog visitors to the DOLA
(>4,000 visitors a week recently) as well as larger, more intractable challenges facing the
Figure 2: Map of
DOLA landscape, vegetation and water quality. Particularly over the last 6 months, these JCOS Parks
have begun impacting public safety and the sustainable quality of the experience at the
DOLA. Here is a summary of the challenges facing the DOLA:
 Water Quality – Recent measurements indicate bacterial contamination levels on water leaving the DOLA
exceed 20x state safety levels and ultimately flow into the Evergreen Lake and the Bear Creek watershed.
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Stream sediment from off-trail (and even in-creek) activities limit the ability to have plants filter &
improve water quality in the DOLA.
Public Safety – Recent car/dog accidents and roadside congestion has raised the risk of additional
accidents while narrow shoulders challenge the safe accessibility to the DOLA, particularly on weekends.
Landscape & Vegetation – The steep hillsides of the DOLA, combined with a very dry fall climate in Jeffco
and the human tendency to go off designated trails and make additional “social trails”, have combined to
contribute to surface packing & soil erosion over the last 12 months.
Visitor Experience – increasing amounts of visible dog waste and trampled creek bed risks alienating the
very visitors who come to the area to get away from similar “city” challenges.

In short, the challenges facing the DOLA have undermined the long-term sustainability of the current approach.
Potential changes to every element of how the DOLA will be managed going forward, include limiting access,
service levels, interactions and permitted activities.
Approach:
We prepared and facilitated (3) 2-hour events in Evergreen followed by this report to align the necessary DOLA
stakeholders. A listing of the activities and deliverables is shown in the table below:
Activities
 Prepared Jeffco staff and partners on event design, including
presentation, information and facilities required
 Developed a Stakeholder Analysis of the situation, including
understanding & documenting varying levels of support and resistance
from the (6) key groups identified (Visitors, Friends of DOLA,
Neighbors/Drivers, Water Users, Environmentalists, Jeffco Staff)
 Provided perspectives, approaches, and templates, as requested on
topics such as live voting structures, stakeholder engagement, roles
and responsibilities, exhibit design, seeking in/formal authority, report
design and others as appropriate.
 Drafted communications to affected stakeholders, clarifying the
effort’s purpose and opportunities to engage.
 Planned and organize the event with a focus on necessary stakeholder
interactions, data collected and decisions
 Facilitated events between Jeffco staff, and local stakeholders. Focus
will be 3 separate 2-hour events (including breaks) with up to 150
people in the room.
 Provided updates, as requested, for JCOS and/or stakeholders
 Produced and socialized this summary report of the entire process with
recommendations on the roles and responsibilities as the final
deliverable. This may require an additional meeting to allow for
questions and discussion of the impacts of the recommendations.
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Deliverables
GPS deliverables
 Stakeholder engagement perspective
and coaching
 Relevant templates and tools
 Stakeholder Analysis
 Communication draft(s)
 Team updates
 Facilitation of 3 separate 2 hour
events (Jan 19, Feb 9 and Mar 3)
 Recommendations on roles &
responsibilities
 Follow up with separate 1-2 hour
meetings with leaders to review
recommendations
Jeffco Deliverables
 Logistics and communications
support
 Timely execution of Jeffco-owned
activities as agreed
Completed by March 24, 2017

Together with the JCOS staff, we developed an overall vision for the public engagement following this approach,
with 5 unique stakeholder segments that were seen in the public feedback as of January 2017.
Residents, customers and employees who interact with Jeffco Open Space regarding the Elk Meadows DOLA are heard and ultimately feel educated & satisfied with the direction for the
DOLA. Open Space supports off-leash areas where ensuring community health, safety & quality of life. Our team demonstrates collaboration, scientific professionalism and the best
long-term interests of all our stakeholders.
DOLA Visitors

Drivers/Neighbors

Water Users

KEY THEME
KEY THEME
KEY THEME
(Traffic Safety)
(Public Safety & DOLA Experience)
(Public Safety & Water Quality)
Continuously monitoring and mitigating roadside
Changes are required to provide safe, pleasant and
Water quality will be protected due to ongoing
traffic impacts/incidents, including drivers,
accessible DOLA
active monitoring and appropriate mitigation steps
visitors and dogs

Jeffco Residents/Staff

Environmentalists

KEY THEME
(Efficient, Sustainable & Collaborative)
Realize the full value of all our Open Space
through collaboration with the public

KEY THEME
(Sustainable & Natural)
Native vegetation and unimpacted soil
quality are best protection against
contamination over the long-term

Figure 3: Stakeholder Analysis of the DOLA

As noted above, the top issues included
 Water Quality
 Public Safety
 Landscape & Vegetation
 Visitor Experience
This report provides an overview and detailed analysis of the public comments received by JCOS during the public
comment period (January – March 2017) for the DOLA planning process at Elk Meadow Park, in Evergreen,
Colorado. To conduct the analysis of public comments, we entered and coded substantive comments within a
Microsoft Excel workbook created by GPS. We grouped responses into main categories and sub-categories that
were determined based on: key findings from the public are highlighted below:
• JCOS received a combined total of 170 open house comment cards, emails, and written letters during the
public comment period.
• Planning staff coded a total of 4,005 substantive comments.
January 19th Meeting
To generate a broad community perspective and the largest possible attendance at our first public meeting on
January 19th, JCOS advertised the first of its meetings in a variety of forums, formats and media.
• Television interviews (9 News)
• Newspaper interviews (Denver Post)
• Press releases (dated: 1/5/17)
• Social media updates
• Website updates
• Roadside Lighted sign alerts
• Trailhead postings

Figure 4: A panoramic view of the January 19, 2017 meeting at the Buchanan Rec Center in Evergreen
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Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6:00 – Exhibit viewing
6:15 – Welcome, Introductions & Polling
6:25 – Current State Presentation
6:55 – Q&A on the Current State
7:10 – Future State Breakouts
7:30 – Future State Readouts
7:50 – Final Comments
8:00 – Adjourn

The January 19 meeting began with the audience allowed to view the following exhibits prepared by JCOS staff.
Exhibit 1: Traffic Speeds
One board highlighted the speed reports compiled by the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office in 2013. Results are
below. Note that 3,395 cars over 1 day were clocked by radar guns in the 40mph zone. Startlingly, 74% (or 2,522
cars) were clocked at over 45mph and 57 were clocked at over 75mph on the hill near the entrance to the DOLA.
Estimates from rangers and others are that the traffic and speeds have generally increased since the study in 2013.

Figure 5: Exhibit summarizing 2013 traffic study
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Figure 6: Exhibit showing traffic volume & speeds clocked on June 11, 2013

Figure 7: Exhibit map indicating DOLA location, and stream areas at risk (in red)
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Figure 8: Exhibit indicating E.coli levels at sample sites where water is coming into the DOLA (in blue)

Figure 9: Exhibit indicating risks from dog waste along the intermittent stream
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Figure 10: Exhibit picture of the improved trail in 2013

Figure 11: Exhibit picture of the degraded trail as of 2016
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Figure 12: Exhibit picture of the improved trail in 2013

Figure 13: Exhibit picture of the degraded trail as of 2016
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Figure 14: Exhibit picture of the improved trail in 2013

Figure 15: Exhibit picture of the degraded trail and vegetation loss as of 2016
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Figure 16: Exhibit picture of the degraded trail and vegetation loss in 2013

Figure 17: Exhibit picture of the degraded trail and vegetation loss as of 2016

After allowing attendees to review the exhibits above, we began the formal meeting with introductions of staff and
partners involved in the meeting, including
• Tom Hoby – Director - Jeffco Open Space
• Brian Pool – Facilitator - Government Performance Solutions
• Matt Robbins – Community Connections Manager - Jeffco Open Space
• Open Space Advisory Committee Members
• John Duggan – Water Quality Expert - Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment
Following introductions, Tom Hoby spoke briefly about the challenges facing the land in the DOLA. He highlighted
the dramatic increase in visitor traffic to over 4,000/week 2016 and the quickly degrading water quality, where the
state limits for E.coli were exceeded by 20x at the point where the stream leaves the DOLA. He indicated that the
entire area may need to be closed to allow remediation and recovery of the land.
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We then facilitated a live polling session accessible via smart phones and hand-held voting devices. The following
data is summarized from the polling sessions focused on the demographics of the attendees, their opinions and
preferences regarding the DOLA.
• 72% were over 50 years of age
• 85% were residents of Evergreen
• 81% reside in Jefferson County
• 54% visit the DOLA more than 5x per month
• 73% value most that their dog can be off-leash in the DOLA
• 3% believe the overall conditions of the DOLA are improving
• 64% believe the overall conditions of the DOLA are declining
• 27% believe conditions to access the DOLA are unsafe or very unsafe
• 88% believe dog waste does not biodegrade similarly to wildlife waste
Polling was followed by a brief PowerPoint presentation of the challenges facing the DOLA and its stakeholders,
including the points highlighted above.
It was noted that JCOS has been working to remediate the challenges facing the DOLA including:
 Installed crosswalk/flashing lights – Spring 2016
 Required dog leashing in parking lot – Spring 2016
 Improved Signage – Spring 2016
 Hosted clean-up days – Sep, Oct, Nov, Dec 2016
 Started and supported a “Friends of Elk Meadow Park DOLA” Group – Sep 2016
 Installed gate in fenced area near stream to prevent traffic and further erosion – Nov 2016

Figure 18: Picture of Volunteers on National Public Lands Day conducting dog waste clean-up in September 2016

After the presentation, we facilitated a short Q&A on the challenges highlighted, which included over 20 questions
from the audience, largely focused on how the situation had reached this point.
We then facilitated an interactive workshop approach to divide the room into 10 tables, with each table engaging
in brainstorming potential solutions to the challenges articulated. Each table was asked for a volunteer to
coordinate the discussions and document the top ideas that generated a consensus. These were “starred” and
emerged in the table below with an asterisk *.
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Each table then designated 1-2 speakers to read out their preferred solutions to the full meeting. 10 different
speakers spoke passionately about the need to preserve the park, make investments in construction or
administration, or, in some cases, close the area to allow for remediation and recovery of the land.
Ultimately, 145 attendees spread out across 10 tables in the room produced 186 proposed solutions into 20
general categories and 50 unique subcategories. The following table highlights a subset of the proposed solutions.
The full listing can be found in the supporting Change Platform excel sheet, used to create the pie charts below.
Table
9

*
Block street parking

Category
Restrict Parking

Sub-Category
Block Street Parking

No road parking, if you don’t fit in lot cannot stay

Restrict Parking

Block Street Parking

Eliminate roadside parking

Restrict Parking

Block Street Parking

Prevent parking on stagecoach

Restrict Parking

Block Street Parking

6

Eliminate roadside parking

Restrict Parking

Block Street Parking

5

Block road shoulder to prevent roadside parking
(boulders/logs)
No parking on stagecoach

Restrict Parking

Block Street Parking

Restrict Parking

Block Street Parking

No on street parking

Restrict Parking

Block Street Parking

2

Limit parking get rid of street parking

Restrict Parking

Block Street Parking

2

People fences on the perimeter by neighbor’s
homes
Create value - free is abused. Charge fee to raise $
for stone to prevent erosion
Expand park to include easement area (southwest
corner of park)
Expand park to area with no water access

Construction Fence
Construction Erosion
Construction Park
Construction Park
Construction Parking Lot
Construction Parking Lot

Build Perimeter
Fence
Control Erosion

9
9
6

*

3
2

*

2
4
10
5

Comment

Add parking lot on west end of park (the one for
sale)
Lighting & bulb outs along stagecoach for dogs &
pedestrians

2

Expand Park
Expand Park
Expand Parking Lots
Expand Parking Lots

Figure 19: Sample Section of the feedback gained in the interactive workshop portion of the January 19 meeting.
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Figure 20: Pie chart with proposed “starred” solutions by sub-categories from January 19 meeting

Proposed Solution (Category)
Limit Access

# Ideas Generated
38

Increase Cost

31

Impose Penalty

18

Construction - Fence

13

Restrict Parking

11

Human Resources

11

Improve Culture

10

Use Technology

8

Construction - New DOLA

8

Offer Supplies

7

Remediate Contamination

5

Construction - Signage

5

Fence

5

Construction - Parking

4

Construction - Speed Bump

4

Construction - Parking Lot

3

Construction - Park

2

Construction - Road

1

Construction - Erosion

1

Offer Transportation

1

Figure 21: Summary of the number of proposed solutions by Categories from January 19 meeting
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Figure 22: Pie chart with proposed solutions by Categories from January 19 meeting

Figure 23: Pie chart with proposed solutions by sub-categories from January 19th meeting

During the Q&A portion of the meeting, we received a number of requests for additional information at the
January 19th meeting. Those included:
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• Where are visitors coming from to visit the DOLA?
• What are the costs to remediate current situation?
• What would be the costs to staff the DOLA?
• How many dog vs car incidents have occurred at the DOLA?
We agreed to present our best estimates in response to these questions at the second public meeting on February
9th.
February 9th Meeting
As was the case with the first meeting, to generate a broad community perspective and the largest possible
attendance at our second public meeting on February 9, JCOS advertised the second of its meetings in a variety of
forums, formats and media.
• Television interviews (9 News, Fox 31)
• Newspaper interviews (Canyon Courier)
• Press releases (dated: 1/5/17)
• Social media updates
• Website updates
• Roadside lighted sign alerts
• Trailhead postings
Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6:00 – Exhibit viewing
6:15 – Introductions
6:20 – JCOS Mission and Video of DOLA
6:30 – Polling
6:40 – Current State Updates
6:45 – Future State Feedback and Solution
7:15 – Management Plan Considerations
7:30 – Final Comments
8:00 - Adjourn

The February meeting began with introductions of staff and partners involved in the meeting.
• Tom Hoby – Director - Jeffco Open Space
• Brian Pool – Facilitator - Government Performance Solutions
• Matt Robbins – Community Connections Manager - Jeffco Open Space
• Open Space Advisory Committee Members
• John Duggan – Water Quality Expert – Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment
Following introductions, Matt Robbins narrated the viewing of a 4-minute video taken by a drone in November
2016 over the DOLA. This highlighted a variety of challenges facing the DOLA, including heavy off-trail traffic, dog
waste deposited and not picked up, as well as heavy traffic along the roadside and the parking area.
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Figure 24: Screenshot from the drone video shared at the February 9th Meeting

Following introductions, we facilitated a live polling session accessible via smart phones and hand-held voting
devices. The following data summarized from the polling sessions focused on the demographics of the attendees,
their opinions and preferences regarding the DOLA.
• 72% were over 50 years of age
• 84% were residents of Evergreen
• 81% reside in Jefferson County
• 54% visit the DOLA more than 5x per month
• 72% value most that their dog can be off leash in the DOLA
• 3% believe the overall conditions of the DOLA are improving
• 64% believe the overall conditions of the DOLA are declining
• 27% believe conditions to access the DOLA are unsafe or very unsafe
• 88% believe dog waste does not biodegrade similarly to wildlife waste
Current State Updates
As noted above, at the January 19th meeting we received 3 specific requests for additional information. Question
and Answers are noted below.
• What are the cost to remediate current situation?
o Per current JCOS estimates, $300-500K would be required to essentially recover the natural land
conditions in the area. This would address erosion control, streambed degradation, topsoil
erosion/compaction and other surface impacts to the area. This does not include any additional
costs related to water quality remediation.
• What would be the costs to staff the DOLA?
o Total staffing costs for 3 attendants, operating in 2 shifts, for the area, dawn-dusk, year-round
would likely cost JCOS over ~$120K year.
• How many dog vs car incidents have occurred at the DOLA?
o 5 incidents have been reported to Jeffco Sheriff’s Office over 6 years
• Where are visitors coming from to visit the DOLA?
o JCOS volunteers conducted surveys at the DOLA trailhead, asking park visitors to share their zip
codes. See heat map below for details. The red area shows ~54% of visitors are coming the
Evergreen area. This estimate is based on over 1,000 in-person interviews (conducted over 16
hours on 5 separate days in January) requesting visitors in the parking lot to respond with their
zip code. Results were then formally compiled and mapped by JCOS as illustrated below.
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Figure 25: Heat map illustrating 54% of Elk Meadow Park DOLA visitors come from Evergreen zip codes

Following the updates to the attendees, we began to review the challenges inherent to DOLA and the impact those
challenges would have on the proposed solutions gathered from the first January 19 meeting.
Specifically, we addressed the estimated impacts on the top categories and sub-categories outlined below. Using
the pie charts with data gathered from the audience in the first meeting, we walked through each of the top
suggestions, as follows:

Figure 26: Pie chart summarizing top consensus suggestions from January 19 meeting

1.

Open More DOLA’s
 While opening more areas for off-leash activity continues to generate support and is certainly popular, it
poses a variety of inherent challenges, given recent experience with such areas.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

As this process illuminates, the ideal DOLA is likely quite different than the topography at Elk Meadow
Park allows. Moreover, truly suitable land may not exist among the specific acreage administered by JCOS.
This would require a suitable location in the eyes of:
o Visitors
o Neighbors
o Traffic Engineering
o Parking
o Natural Resources (wildlife, vegetation, topography, hydrology, soil etc.)
o Enforcement & other legal stakeholder perspectives.
The ultimate cost to acquire other land/property. Perhaps a willing seller or donor? While variables
abound, the cost for a site close to Evergreen and comparable to the current location comprising a full
~108 acres may be quite prohibitive.
o Potential donors of such land would likely see significant value in offers from developers who
may want to convert it to residential parcels.
o One scenario, competing with donation, is subdividing a similarly sized area into 3 x 35 acre
parcels. Given current rates, for example, one estimate would be 100 acres * $10,000 per acre =
$1 million.
Beyond the acquisition costs, substantial ongoing costs for maintenance and safety are implied by
operating a properly licensed DOLA on such a site. As outlined in more detail below, the cost to staff such
a site may exceed $100K/year, depending on the level of volunteer support that can be assured.

Charge Access Fees
 Daily fees – Providing onsite attendants would require hiring and staffing from dawn to dusk
o On average 8am – 7pm = 11 hours per day.
o 77 hrs. per week x 52weeks per yr. = 4,004 X 3 FTE = 12,012 hrs.
o @ $15 per hr. x 40 = 600x 52 weeks per yr. = $31,200
o Plus benefits (approx. 20 %) =$9,360 + $31,200 = $40,560 / FTE
o Times 3 staff to cover shifts, vacations etc. = $121,680
o Note this doesn’t include presumed additional costs to build a reasonable shelter/house/booth
for the attendant(s) in foul weather.
 Additional consideration given to the potential change in visitor behavior after paying.
o Will visitors feel entitled to let waste lie or pick up their waste if they just paid a fee?
o Will they do a better job of parking?
o Will they try to find a way to cheat/avoid fees?
o How would we collect, indicate and track payments? Lanyards, tickets? Programs like this take
appropriate time and money to develop, administer and maintain and enforce
Provide More Parking
 Stagecoach Blvd is extremely busy and this would likely contribute to more visitors.
 The existing landscape does not allow for this without significant construction costs. For example,
expansion of Stagecoach would require Jeffco Road and Bridge to carve into the hill side, at great cost.
 The west side of the DOLA is considered a wetlands and not suitable for construction.
 Longer term, there is a consensus that more parking would not solve the root cause of the problem of
overuse of the DOLA.
Require Parking Passes
 As indicated above regarding payments and staffing attendants, there are several material considerations.
 The parking on the north side of Stagecoach is also used to access trails throughout Elk Meadow Park,
beyond the DOLA.
 How would we determine who is parking to visit the DOLA and who just wants to go hiking?
Block Street Parking
 We are not able to legally block the side of the road using hard structures such as rocks or logs.
 These could be a safety hazard or impede snow removal and emergency access to the roadside
 Forcing all traffic into the lot may create traffic jams in the area as visitors wait for open spots.
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6.

7.

8.

9.

One option is to post no parking signs along the entire stretch of Stagecoach Road. Engage towing
companies to help enforce. However, this solution would require engagement from Jefferson County
Transportation and Engineering to implement and enforcement would need to come from Jefferson
County Sheriff’s Office. The road is not under JCOS jurisdiction.
Install Parking Meters
 The lot has no designated parking spots, so we would need to upgrade the lot
 This is not likely to stop the street parking.
 How much revenue would it make @ .25 hr.?
 What would be the necessary process and infrastructure to collect fees, maintain audit trail.
 Could outsource administration, but small scale could be expensive to JCOS
Enforce Pick up Rules
 The park is 107 acres; how many rangers would
we need? Full time or part time?
 Attendants would be cost prohibitive, as outlined
above under Collect Fees.
 To have a steady presence, would need to setup
some infrastructure to collect fines, audit etc.
Close the DOLA Temporarily
 JCOS estimates at least 3 years are likely required Figure 27: Picture of sign indicating pick up rules will
to restore the streambed and other heavy use
be enforced
areas to their natural conditions.
Close the DOLA Permanently/Indefinitely
 Poses the best opportunity to allow the land to rest and restore to a sustainable condition.

March 2nd Meeting
As was the case with the first and second meetings, to generate a broad community perspective and the largest
possible attendance at our third public meeting on March 2 nd, JCOS advertised the third of its meetings in a variety
of forums, formats and media.
• Television interviews (7 News)
• Newspaper interviews (Canyon Courier, Denver Post)
• Press releases (dated: 3/2/17)
• Social media updates
• Website updates
• Roadside Lighted sign alerts
• Trailhead postings
The March 2 meeting began with ground rules to establish appropriate behavior from the audience
• One Speaker at a Time
• Be Civil to Everyone
• Respect Everyone’s Time by Being Brief & Meaningful
• Focus on Ideas, not Individuals
Introductions of staff and partners involved in the meeting:
• Tom Hoby – Director - Jeffco Open Space
• Brian Pool – Facilitator - Government Performance Solutions
• Matt Robbins – Community Connections Manager - Jeffco Open Space
• Open Space Advisory Committee Members
• Drew Rayburn – Natural Resources Supervisor - Jeffco Open Space
Following introductions, Tom Hoby spoke briefly about the challenges facing the land in the DOLA. He highlighted
the dramatic increase in visitor traffic to over 4,000/week, the denuding of the vegetation, and the quickly
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degrading water quality, where the state limits for E.coli were exceeded by 20x at the point where the stream
leaves the DOLA. He indicated that neighbors to the DOLA have been negatively impacted by dogs on their
property, and noise pollution from many visitors shouting at their dogs. Tom Hoby highlighted that the area may
need to be closed to allow remediation and recovery of the land, citing:
• Site Characteristics
• Overuse
• Poor visitor compliance
• High level of service required to maintain safe environment

Figure 28: Map showing the property lines around the DOLA

Resolution
Given the challenges facing the DOLA, several ideas from the public process were considered to find a potential
compromise to keep a small portion of the DOLA open with some conditions.
• Short Term – Under this scenario, JCOS would close the majority of the DOLA and keep the fenced area
open with thresholds for full closure. This would need work with Friends of Evergreen Dog Park to ensure
compliance to posted regulations and the assumption that failure to comply with thresholds will result in
immediate closure of the fenced area:
o Stream water quality
o Lack of compliance with posted Park Regulations and Safety Laws
o Lack of adherence to Natural Resource Protection closure
o Increased site degradation resulting in unsafe conditions
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Figure 29: Conceptual map of potential future state with a smaller footprint (in purple) kept open for off-leash activities.

Figure 30: Conceptual map of potential future state with a smaller footprint (in purple) kept open for off-leash activities.

•

Long Term – Work with Friends of Evergreen Dog Park and local partners to find a new site that is suitable
and sustainable.
o JCOS recognizes community desire for dog off-leash areas
o The current location is not suitable and sustainable
o A new location must be identified for this use
o A future dog off-leash area should be operated by a local Evergreen organization

While the three public meetings yielded a potential compromise that might have enabled a small area to
potentially remain open in the short term, in the final analysis, JCOS believes the site is unsuitable and does not
retain the proper characteristics and infrastructure to support the increasing volume of visitors. As a result, after
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careful consideration of the land, visitors and those the region, the decision was made to close the park for
restoration.
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Appendix 2.
Cherry Creek State Park Area Dog Park Assessments

West Arvada Dog Park

City of Arvada

17975 West 64th Pkwy

Arvada

Jefferson

CO

Aurora Grandview Off leash Dog Park

City of Aurora

17500 E. Quincy Avenue

Aurora

Arapahoe

CO

East Boulder Dog Park

City of Boulder

5660 Sioux Drive

Boulder

Boulder

CO

Foothills Community Park Dog Park

City of Boulder

800 Cherry Street

Boulder

Boulder

CO

Howard Hueston Park Off Leash Area

City of Boulder

34th Street & Oneal Parkway

Boulder

Boulder

CO

Valmont Dog Park

City of Boulder

5275 Valmont Road

Boulder

Boulder

CO

Broomfield County Commons Park

City of Broomfield

Sheridan and 13th

Broomfield

Broomfield

CO

Barnum Park

City of Denver

West 5th & Julian

Denver

Denver

CO

Berkely Park

City of Denver

Sheridan and West 46th

Denver

Denver

CO

The Great Bark

City of Lafayette

597 N. 119th St

Lafeyette

Boulder

CO

Community Park

City of Louisville

955 Bella Vista Drive

Louisville

Boulder

CO

Colorado Hills Off Leash Dog Area

City of Westminster

105th Avenue and Simms Street

Westminster

Jefferson

CO

Chatfield State Park

Colorado State Parks

11500 N. Roxborough Park Rd.

Littleton

Douglas

CO

Bayou Gulch Dog Park

Douglas County

Bayou Gulch Rd. & Fox Sparrow Rd.

Parker

Douglas

CO

Fairgrounds Regional Park

Douglas County

Douglas CO Fairgrounds

Castle Rock

Douglas

CO

Glendale Farm Open Space

Douglas County

Surrey Road and I-25

Highlands Ranch

Douglas

CO

Bear Creek Off leash Area

21st St and W Rio Grande St

Colorado Springs

El Paso

CO

Quebec and University

Highlands Ranch

Douglas

CO

3385 Asterbrook Circle

Highlands Ranch

Douglas

CO

1042 Riddlewood Drive

Highlands Ranch

Douglas

CO

Rover's Run At Redstone Park

El Paso County
Highland Ranch Metro
District
Highlands Ranch Metro
District
Highlands Ranch Metro
District
Highlands Ranch Metro
District

Town Center Dr. & Foothills Canyon Blvd.

Highlands Ranch

Douglas

CO

Longmont Airport Dog Park

City of Longmont

Airport and St. Vrain

Longmont

Boulder

CO

Longmont Francis Dog Park

City of Longmont

Francis Street and 21st Avenue

Longmont

Boulder

CO

Elk Meadow Open Space

Evergreen Parkway and Bergen Peak Dr.

Evergreen

Jefferson

CO

Beaver Ranch Dog Park

Jefferson County
Beaver Ranch
Community, Inc.

Conifer

Jefferson

CO

Tony Grampas Park

City of Golden

4471 Salvia St

Golden

Jefferson

CO

Rough & Ready Park

City of Longmont

301 E. 21st Ave

Longmont

Boulder

CO

Cherry Creek State Park

Colorado State Parks

4201 S. Parker Rd.

Aurora

Arapahoe

CO

Happy Trails Dog Park

City of Northglen

Irma Drive and E. 105th Place

Northglen

Adams

CO

Louisville Dog Park

City of Louisville

McCaslin Blvd. and Washington Ave.

Louisville

Boulder

CO

Durango Off Leash Dog Park

City of Durango

Roosa Avenue and Highway 160 West

Durango

La Plata

CO

Hound Hill at Highlands Heritage Park
Digger's At Dad Clark Park
Fido's Field At Foothills Park
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Y

Y

Open Time

2+

Dawn to Dusk

Y

Y

5

Dawn to Dusk

Y

Y

7am - Sunset

Y

2

7am - Sunset

4M

Y

2

7am - Sunset

4M

Y
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2

7am - Sunset
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Y

5+

Dawn to Dusk

Y

2+

Dawn to Dusk
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2.5
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Size in Acres / Small Dog Area

Agility Equipment

Trees

Water Feature

Drinking Water

Restrooms

Picnic Tables

Y
3

Y

Benches

Shelter

Pit Bulls leashed & muzzled

Spayed or Neutered

Rules Regulating Barking Dogs

Age of Dog limit

Age limit of Owner

Rules Limiting Children

Limit on Dogs/Person

Y

Y

Y

Small Dog Area

No unattended dogs

Voice Command or Control

Sick, Aggressive, or in Heat not allowed

Waste Bags Provided

Pet Waste Pickup Required

State

License & Vaccinations Required

County

Fenced

City

Off Leash

Street

Internet Search

Managing Agency

On Site Visit

Name

4M

Y

Y

5am - 10pm

Y
Dawn to Dusk
5am to Midnight

Fuller Park Dog Park

City of Denver

Franklin St and East 29th Ave

Denver

Denver

CO

Green Valley Ranch East Park

City of Denver

Jebel and East 45th

Denver

Denver

CO

Kennedy Park

City of Denver

Hampden and S. Dayton

Denver

Denver

CO

Jason Street

City of Denver

678 South Jason Street

Denver

Denver

CO

Greenway Park

City of Denver

East 24th Avenue & Syracuse Street

Denver

Denver

CO

Fossil Creek Dog Park

City of Fort Collins

5821 South Lemay Avenue

Fort Collins

Larimer

CO

Horsetooth Spring Canyon

City of Fort Collins

West Horsetooth Rd.

Fort Collins

Larimer

CO

Soft Gold Dog Park

City of Fort Collins

520 Hickory Street

Fort Collins

Larimer

CO

Estes Valley Dog Park

N St Vrain Avenue and Community Drive

Estes Park

Larimer

CO

Rover's Run Dog Park (Greeley)

5207 F Street

Greeley

Weld

CO

Rampart Park Dog Park

8270 Lexington Drive

Colorado Springs

El Paso

CO

Asik's Meadow Dog Park

St. Vrain Ranch Blvd

Firestone

Weld

CO

Forsburg Park

16200 W. Alameda Ave.

Lakewood

Jefferson

CO
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